GENERAL Information
Stone and Glass* Edge Detail Options
Name

Profile

Flat Polished Edge*

(Standard Edge Detail)

Bevel Edge*		

(Contact Ekitta for Quote)

Bullnose Edge		

(Contact Ekitta for Quote)

Half Bullnose Edge		

(Contact Ekitta for Quote)

Knife Edge		

(Contact Ekitta for Quote)

Laminated Flat Edge

(Contact Ekitta for Quote)

Laminated Bullnose Edge

(Contact Ekitta for Quote)

* Indicates Glass Edge Detail Option

Grade

Granite

S-1

Luna Pearl

S-2

Black Pearl
Brown Najaran

S-3

Stone

Glass

Solid Surface

3/8" Clear
3/8" Etched

STANDARD
SS-A
LG Hi-Macs Arctic White S006

1/2" Clear
1/2" Etched

Carrara Marble
Dark Emperador

3/4” Clear
3/4” Etched

Rajah Black (Absolute)

Starphire
Tempered

Quartz

Alamogordo
Coronado
Destin
Jaco
Kaimu

Paint

2017 DESIGNS: ARA, LYRA and VELA
SS-B
LG Hi-Macs Armadillo GT909
SS-C

LG Hi-Macs Marta Gray S207

SS-D

Affinity Surfaces
Chipped Pearl SL-45
Prima Star
SL-55

Plastic Laminate

Wood

Black
White
Charcoal
Pewter
Charcoal Metallic
Silver Metallic
Nickel Metallic
Bronze Metallic
Dark Bronze Metallic

P10
P15
P20
P30
P40
P55
P70
P80
P90

Maple with clear finish
Cherry with clear finish
Medium Cherry stain
Dark Cherry stain
Walnut stain

W10
W20
W30
W40
W50

Ebonized stain*

W60

Bauhaus Red Requires Quote

P100

White Oak, available on Jutland & Zealand.

*Available exclusively on solid wood:
Asti and Larkspur.

Ipe wood slats with natural oil finish is
available exclusively on exterior furniture.
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Plastic laminate pricing is based on Wilsonart
-38 Fine Velvet and -60 Matte
Other finishes and manufacturers requires
quote

STANDARD QUICK SHIP
Wilsonart Designer White D354-60

GENERAL Information
Specifications
Glass

Glass
The standard glass which tops all tables in our pricelist. All glass is made according to government
specifications (DD-G-451-C) and may contain defects. These defects are inherent in the manufacturing and
are within specification. All glass has a natural green tint, and the tint is more noticeable when the glass is
thicker or larger.
Starphire Glass
A clearer (less green) glass that is available. Requires a price quote from EKITTA.
Etched Glass
The standard glass that is sandblasted on one side. The sandblasted side is mounted on the bottom, thus
creating an opaque or frosted appearance. Etched glass is quoted in the pricelist.
Tempered Glass
Clear glass that has been manufactured to withstand greater stresses than annealed glass. Although
sometimes referred to as “safety glass,” it is breakable, but it will break into small blunt fragments.
Requires a price quote from EKITTA.

Stone

Granite, marble, and quartz, listed on page 7 are the standard stone options available for table tops. An
edge detail option and the type of stone must be selected when specifying. In addition to the stones listed,
other marbles and granites are available; please contact EKITTA for availability and prices. EKITTA makes
no attempt to guarantee consistency of color or texture of stone from piece to piece. Both marble and
granite are organic products; therefore, they vary widely in color and texture. Granite is a very hard and
durable stone which is impervious to most stains and requires minimal maintenance.
Quartz Solid Surface is stain resistant, denser that granite, GreenGuard compliant, antibacterial, scratch
resistant and requires minimal maintenance.
Marble is hard and smooth, but is not completely impervious to staining and scratching.
Antiqued marble is marble that has been treated to have a distressed surface. It is not recommended for
surfaces that will be used for writing or eating.
Honed stone surfaces are duller in appearance than polished stone surfaces and must be sealed.
Some stones are available in antiqued or honed surfaces. Pricing for stone with these surfaces is
advanced one grade.

Wood

The external wooden parts incorporated in EKITTA interior use products are the highest grade of maple,
cherry or oak (where available) and ipe for exterior benches. These woods, like other natural materials, are
subject to variation in grain and coloration. No guarantee will be made of an exact match to EKITTA finish
samples.
Custom wood finish samples must accompany the purchase order. Orders specifying custom wood
finishes will be scheduled for production upon receipt of an approved customer’s custom wood sample
match. An upcharge of $125 NET per order will apply for each custom wood finish sample.

Plastic Laminate

Plastic laminate pricing is based on Wilsonart -38 Fine Velvet and -60 Matte finishes.
Wilsonart laminates are GREENGUARD INDOOR AIR QUALITY CERTIFIED
Pricing will be determined by the price of the specified laminate, lead time will be based upon the availability
of the laminate material. Contact info@ekitta.com for quote.

Painted Metal Finishes

Painted finishes are polyurethane enamel coating with superior durability and excellent impact resistance.
Paint finish samples listed are considered standard finishes. All other paint finishes require a price quote
from EKITTA.

Aluminum

The metal aluminum is a non-ferrous alloy that is light weight and resistant to corrosion. It can be
finished to a natural silvery color or receive an anodized color. Anodizing is an oxidation process that is a
permanent and integral part of the aluminum. It is available on limited product, only where noted.

Stainless Steel

The metal stainless steel is an iron-base alloy containing chromium, which contributes to this material’s
resistance to corrosion. Depending on the addition of minerals to the alloy, stainless steel’s tensile
strength, toughness, and corrosion resistance can be enhanced. Stainless steel’s finish is a natural
silvery color that is very durable and easily maintained.
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